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Over 100 Million door & windows has been fiitted by VEKA and his fabricators which is a strong testament 
to VEKA’s unrivaled leadership in design and manufacture of uPVC doors and windows profile



MICRO INGREDIENTS 
HEAT STABILIZERS
IMPACT MODIFIERS
PIGMENTS
TIO2
LUBRICANTS
PROCESSING ADS
UV STABILIZERS
FILLERS 
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VEKA’s Extrusion Plant -  
Based in Sendenhorst, Germany.   

What is uPVC ? 
uPVC - Profiles are made of high impact hard 
unplasticised PVC. They are manufactured through the 
extrusion of a mixture whose main component is the 
thermoplastic polymer, polyvinyl chloride (PVC). 

Why uPVC Window & Door? 
Resistance to Atmospheric Conditions & Air Pollution 
- Durable & Long Lasting (more than 30 years) 
-  Withstand Weathering, Moisture, Air Pollution 
-  Applicable in the temperature range from -30`C to +75t 
-  No Rotting or Warping 
-  No Discoloration under Intense Heat & UV rays 

Maintenance Free 
- No Painting Needed - Easy to Clean 
- Not Easy to Scratch - High Impact Strength 

Corrosion Resistance
- Resistance to Atmospheric Erosion 
- Resistance to Chemical or Corrosion 

Why VEKA? 
- One of the largest Extrusion Companies in the world, 

Started in 1969...
- Based in Sendenhorst, Germany.
- 90 continous Extrusion lines in Germany Plant.
- 18 Lamination Lines.
- 12 addl. extrusion subsidiaries across the world.
- Operations in 36 countries worldwide.



Safety, Security and Strength
-  High mechanical strength, rigidity and hardness
-  High impact strength with notch sensitivity
- Easy to weld
-  Good dimensional stability due to minima\ shrix-Nage
-  All Main Profiles are Reinforced with Galvanised Steel 

Reinforcement.
-  Fittings and Locking Mechanism are Securely Fastened 

with Self-Tapping Screw into Galvanised Steel 
Reinforcement 

- Multiple Options for Locking Hardwares 

Fire Properties
- Self Extinguished
- Does Not catch fire Easily
- No Spread of Fire or Propagation 

Excellent Thermal Insulation
- Low Thermal Conductivity
- Multiple Chamber Construction
- Double Sealing Weather Gasket
- Condensation Resistance 

Excellent Acoustic Insulation
- Welded Corner Joints
-  Reduced Air & Water Infiltration (high threshold, 

construction)
- Multiple Chamber Construction
- Double Sealing Gasket

VEKA has been a major force in uPVC frame material industry since 
its inception. From it origins in Germany, where the technology was 
:first developed, the VEKA group now spans across the world with 
manufacturing facilities in Germany, Great Britain, France, Spain, 
Poland, the USA, Russia, and Mexico. VEKA has more than 2500 
fabricating partners strategically located in all confine., supported 
by a worldwide network of sales and technical support offices. 
The unparalleled success and rise of VEKA can be attributed to 
the three fundamental strengths: 

• Leadership in technology
• International know-how
• Uncompromising quality assurance 
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The rate of heat loss through a  
window = the U - value

VEKA WORLDWIDE A GLOBAL FORCE... 



uPVC Profiles 
All VEKA profiles are extruded in accordance to BIS 7413:1991. 
•	 Colour	-	VEKA	White.	RAL	9016
•	 The	main	profiles	shall	be	multi	chambered,	with	a	min.	of	three	chambers.	

- All the shutter profiles are provided with the Eurogroove’, which is standard for all the profiles in Europe. Any hardware which 
conforms to Eurogroove can fit in the profiles. 

- The central chamber, being for reinforcement, must be fully sealed when main profiles are welded at joints. 
- Water drainage path is in a separate chamber & does not affect the integrity of the central chamber 
- All profiles will have minimum 4 nos of support legs at the base. 

Glazing, as per requirement. 
Multiple glazing enhances 
insulation against heat and 
sound.

Glazing beads eliminate
the need for putty

Compression Seal
prevents leaking

Fusion welded 
construction for increased 
strength

Multi-chambered profile
for increased insulation

Weather-resistant seal

Steel reinforcement 
for added strength 
and stability

Reinforcement 
The function of the reinforcement is to give the product the necessary strength in case of windload (static),  
to fix the fittings and being prepared for all mechanical and environmental stress.
All reinforcements for VEKA profiles shall be either MS sheet hot dip zinc coated in compliance with BS 2989 or 
Extruded aluminium alloy Grade 6063 or 6082 in compliance with BS 1474. 

Gaskets
All glazing gaskets & weather strips for VEKA Windows & Doors shall be of Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer 
(EPDM) and shall confirm to BS4355 Part 1 & BS 7412: 1991. 
- Outstanding ozone resistance 
- Excellent ability to resist atmospheric influences such as UVradiation, humidity, steam, heat, etc. 
- Continuing elasticity in the range between -50°C to +120°C. 
- No crystallization. 
Gaskets provided by VEKA will be non Suiphernated, i.e. It will not contain any sulpher.

Qualίty yόu can always rely upόn
It is the things that make the difference in performance and better service. We at VEKA, 
pay special attention to every detail. These details have a direct bearing on the quality, 
right from the choice of raw materials, through the extrusion process and all the way to 
manufacturung of windowa, a sr=trong emphasis is placed on detailes. Consistent and 
superior quality has always been our priority.

Specίfίcatίons



Hardware
Hardware is the most useful & operating part of windows
Multipoint & Single point Locking system as per the requirement 
•	 A	multi-point	locking	system	consists	of	hooks,	rollers	cams	or	mushroom	cams	and	

shoot bolts as necessary 
•	 Brands	used	are	ROTO,	Securityle,	Hautau	etc.

Glass 
Glass is an amorphous (non-crystalline) solid material. Glasses are typically brittle, and often 
optically transparent. Float Glass is a sheet of glass made by floating molten glass on a bed 
of molten metal, typically tin, although lead and various low melting point alloys were used 
in the past. This method gives the sheet uniform thickness and very flat surfaces. Modern 
windows are made from float glass.

ABOUT GLASS
Glass is major part of door & windows which covers 70-80% of surface area of windows. 
MAK uPVC  have the solution of good thermal insulation by providing 35mm provision 
in profile for  double glass 
Insulated Glass is the combination of two or more panes of glass sealed with air, or inert 
gas between the panes. The construction of an insulated unit is designed to help control 
energy transfer from outside to inside or vice versa.
Double glazed windows are essentially two panes of glass with a vacuum between them. 
The trapped air creates insulation that prevents heat loss or gain through the window 
because the
Low-E Glass.-  Low-emissive (Low-E) glass is window glass that has been treated with 
an invisible metal or metallic oxide coating, creating a surface that reflects heat, while 
allowing light to pass through

Types of glass options 
•	 Obscure Glass
•	 Tinted Glass
•	 Tempered Glass  
•	 Laminated Glass 
•	 Stained Glass
•	 Reflective Glass 
•	 Low E Glass Window 
•	 Insulating glass  
•	 Colored glass



VEKA Projects Solutions
To address the cost effective yet quality profile needs for the residential projects 
market in India, we offer complete range of profiles in VEKA projects solutions.

Complete solutions for residential projects are 
available under this series as mentioned below:
2 track/2 sash sliding windows and doors
3 track/3 sash sliding windows and doors
Add on track for sliders
Casement windows and doors
Fly mesh options
Ancillary and coupling profiles

LOT MORE POSSIBILITIES...
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MULTIPLE cOMBInTATIOn MULTIcOLOR OPTIOn
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WE TAKE CARE

VEKA SUPPORT

VEKA and its partners
Our fabricators are proud to work with VEKA, the world's leading 
manufacturer	of	uPVC	window	and	door	profile	systems.	All	windows	
and doors produced by our fabricators are backed by the technical 
expertise and technology transferred from VEKA - the undisputed 
world	leader	in	quality	uPVC	window	and	door	profile	systems.
With	our	continous	commitment	to	provide	you	only	with	the	finest	
uPVC window and door systems, you can be assured that you are 
making the right decision whenever you choose VEKA, one that can stand not only the scrutiny of mankind but also the forces of nature.

VEKA and the environment
VEKA has lead the world in the environmentally responsible use of uPVC for almost as long the industry has existed. With ever increasing 
amount	of	wastes	both	industrial	and	social,	one	must	be	careful	of	their	effect	on	the	environment.	As	the	first	generation	uPVC	windows	
started being replaced with better insulated uPVC windows, VEKA committed itself to recycle the old windows. As the industry leader, VEKA 
took	up	this	challenge	and	built	the	first	and	only	fully	automated	recycling	factory	 in	Germany;	the	most	advanced	recycling	facility	for	
windows.	VEKA	has	also	shown	its	commitment	to	the	environment	by	being	among	the	first	in	the	industry	to	throw	out	lead	stabilizers	in	
favor of Calcium Organic (CaZn) alternative.

Our Service Means Partnership
To	ensure	our	customer's	performance,	VEKA	offers	a	comprehensive	service	and	training	program.	The	training	includes	all	aspects	of	uPVC	
window	and	door	including:shop	floor	layout	design,	work	flow	settings,	selecting	the	right	mix	of	machines	to	procure,	setting	of	tools	and	
other accessories included in window and door manufacturing process. 
Window design training is also part of the induction.
At VEKA we believe that only a perfectly installed window secures customer's complete satisfaction, an area that 
also is covered under our services and training to our customers. Precisely, to achieve our and our partner's 
objective of 'Complete Customer Satisfaction' the exhaustive services and training module is bifurcated into 
following topics to cover each detail:
1. Sales and Technical Orientation
2. Fabciration Training
3. Handling and Installation of Windows
4. Software Training and Support
5. Window Testing Rig by IFT, Germany
6. Local Warehouse in Mumbai
7.	VEKA	Provides	10	years	of	warranty	on	profile.
8.	Veka	provides		a	complete	training	to	its	fabricators	from	choosing	machinery	to	final	product	.
9. Mak upvc  provides 5 years of warranty on all hardware & accessories 
10. There will be free assistance on maintenance of door & windows



Corporate Office: G1, MAK Castle Aparment, Golden Heights Colony, Rajendra Nagar, Hyderabad - 500048
Mob: +91 98854 22571, +91 99885402017 , +91 99858 22571, Email: info@makupvc.co.in, Web: www. makupvc.co.in

VEKA India Pvt. Ltd. A 324, Mahape MIDC, TTC Ind. Area, Navi Mumbai - 400710. INDIA.
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